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One of the last things Vaclav Havel did was to put his name to an "artist's manifesto" against 

illegitimate power. He knew whereof he signed. 

His essay The Power of the Powerless, written when he was an artist silenced by the 

communist dictatorship in Czechoslovakia, remains a text for our time wherever power for 

its own sake usurps government. 

The essay was not a call to arms but to the reader's self-respect, to personal dignity, to "living 

in truth", a phrase which will always belong to him. Continue to live by your private ethics, he 

said, while public life continues the sham while it may - there's more leverage there than you 

realise. 

On Friday he sent word that he would put his name to an anniversary letter from artists to 

artists, to remind people about what happened in Belarus on December 19, 2010. On that day the 

dictatorship of Alexander Lukashenko responded to a mass demonstration against the stolen 

election by turning on the population with a new ferocity. 

The Belarusan artists who asked for Havel's signature did not know that it would be his last 

public act. He had been very ill but recently was messaging friends that he felt stronger and 

hoped to meet up in January. 

The last time he saw many of them was at his 76th birthday party in October. It had been 

given out that the party would be a small affair for friends and colleagues. Naturally it turned out 

to be a noisy celebration by hundreds of such friends and colleagues, with singers and rock 

bands, all packed into a huge art gallery in Prague. 

On my way to this party I asked one of Vaclav's old comrades, "Is he going to be very thin 

now?"  

"Not exactly thin, but small." It was true. Vaclav's face shone brightly as ever but he had turned 

into a little old chap with ears too large for his head, walking slowly with a stick. 

All around him on the walls there were perhaps a hundred photographs of Havel as he was in 

the Sixties, Seventies, Eighties, a beefy young man in his prime and his glory, caught up in the 



fears and excitements of living in truth in a society that was lying to itself, and finally in the last 

photographs the dapper head of state walking with presidents. 

I met Vaclav in 1977 when he was under house arrest. Ten years before I had read his early 

plays and from then on he was the playwright I wanted to know. A few days ago he responded to 

a simple request from a new generation of outlawed artists, the Belarus Free Theatre. "Can we 

have your name for the letter?" was the request. 

His was as ever a name which carried moral authority, and it was the playwright rather than 

the statesman who added his name to the letter. His signature came by proxy. If he'd had the 

strength to write it, it would have been accompanied by the scribbled green-and-red heart shape 

familiar to friends and to autograph seekers alike. 

As recently as a week ago, he was rearranging his diary, asking his secretary to fit in the 

meetings he wanted to make. One of the last ones was with the Dalai Lama, and there were tears 

shed as the artist-president faced his last journey. 
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